
Your Facilitator
Known as a High Performance Leader, and driven toward

success, Ally is on a mission to help organisations create and
grow Courageous Leaders and sustain high performance

without the stress and burnout. 
Her flagship program Courageous Leaders delivers a fresh,

energetic and practical approach to achieving results through
simple leadership strategies that actually work; leaning into
tough conversations, setting a clear vision, and developing a

road map to get there.
 

Following an ethos of 'prevention is better than cure', Ally
teaches her unique 'incubator of resentment framework' to
businesses around Australia, helping them create spirited
company cultures and prevent performance issues before

they happen.
 

As an executive coach, Ally calls a spade-a-space and is a
straight talking, pull-no-punches coach that is

uncompromising when it comes to results, and works with
leaders to cut through to the heart of their issues. 

 
Also a mother of four boys under seven, Ally can multitask like

a boss. She's mastered the art of running a tight ship with
military precision without compromising on creativity,

collaboration and fun. Ally believes in doing 'life on purpose',
and brings that philosophy into everything she does at work

and at home. 
 

With a background in arts, finance, project & change
management, and 15 years experience leading and coaching

teams, Ally is exceptional at connecting the dots and
streamlining systems to ensure organisations and their

people are ready for Successful Leadership!
 

LEADERSHIP EXPERT | COURAGEOUS
CONVERSATIONS SPECIALIST | SPEAKER 
FACILITATOR | COACH | CHANGE MAKER 

EAT THE FROG.  GET THE WORM.  BE THE BIRD... AND

Soar!

ALLY NITSCHKE
Leadership Expert, Courageous Conversations 

Specialist | Speaker | Author

Time Line Therapy    Practitioner

Certified NLP Coach and

Practitioner 

Bachelor of Arts

Diploma of Leadership &

Management

Certificate in Finance

Certificate of Project

Management

PROSCI    Change Management

"Insightful, 
intelligent, inspiring." 

~ Melanie

VALUES

Fun
Growth
Courage
Kindness
Creativity

Leadership
Authenticity

QUALIFICATIONS

"Ally is a great coach and 
I feel lucky to have worked with her.
She has managed to empower me

to go from confused to clear on
where i want to head. She provides

lots of great resources,
encouragement and is realistic but

also knows when to give me the
push to go for 

what I am made for!!" 
~ Donna


